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for Europe concerning uniform provisions for the approval of tank vehicles of 
categories N and 0  with regard to roll-over stability 
(presented by the Commission) EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1..  General 
By  Council  Decision  97/836/EC  of  27 November 1997,  the  European  Community 
became  a  Contracting  Party  to  the  1958  Revised  Agreement  of the  United  Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE) on 24 March 1998. 
Article 4 of that Decision states in particular that, where a draft Regulation of the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe is submitted to a vote within the appropriate 
bodies  of the  UN/ECE,  the  draft concerned  must  be  approved  by  the  Council,  after 
having  received  the  assent of the  European  Parliament,  before  the  Community  can 
vote in favour of adopting such a draft Regulation. 
The  provisional  agenda  for  the  116th  meeting  of  the  Working  Party  on  Vehicle 
Construction of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (to be held from 
10  to  13 November 1998)  includes  in  particular  a  vote  on  a draft  (new)  Regulation 
concerning uniform provisions for the approval of tank vehicles of categories N and 0 
with regard to roll-over stability. 
The  aim  of the  Regulation is  in  particular to  abolish  the  technical  barriers to  trade  in 
motor vehicles between the  Contracting  Parties,  while ensuring a high  level of safety 
and  environmental  protection.  It  is  also  planned  that  the  Regulation  will  be 
incorporated  in  the  system  for  the  type-approval  of  vehicles  and  will  therefore 
supplement the Community legislation in force. 
It should be stressed that the position of the EC at the time of the vote will be taken on 
the basis of the documents available in the official languages of the  UN/ECE (French, 
English and Russian).  Indeed, the EC having become a Contracting Party to the 1958 
Revised Agreement of the UN/ECE is required to observe the procedures envisaged in 
the  aforementioned  agreement.  For  this  reason  the  text  of the  draft  regulation  is 
annexed in French and English versions only. 
In  conformity  with  the  requirements  of  Article  4  (5)  of  Decision  97/836iEC,  the 
Regulation  will  be  published  in  all  the  official  languages  of the  Communities  in  the 
Official Journal before entering into force.  · 
2.  Contents of the proposal for a Decision 
The purpose of the proposal for a Decision is to enable the Commission representative 
to  vote  on  behalf of the  Community on  the  draft Regulation  in  question  at the  116th 
meeting of the Working Party on Vehicle Construction of the United Nations Economic 
Commission  for  Europe  or,  where  appropriate,  if  it  is  submitted  for  .. voting  at  a 
subsequent meeting. 
*** COUNCIL DECISION 
on the position of the European Community 
on the draft Regulation of the United Nations Economic Commission 
for Europe concerning uniform provisions for the approval of tank vehicles of 
categories Nand 0  with regard to roll-over stability 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 1 
Having regard to the assent of the European Parliament,2 
Having  regard  to  Council  Decision  97/836/EC  of 27 November 1997  with  a  view  to 
accession  by  the  European  Community  to  the  Agreement  of  the  United  Nations 
Economic  Commission  for  Europe  concerning  the  adoption  of  uniform  technical 
prescriptions for wheeled vehicles,  equipment and  parts which  can  be fitted to  and/or 
be used on wheeled vehicles' and the conditions for reciprocal recognition of approvals 
granted  on  the  basis  of  these  prescriptions,3  in  particular  the  second  indent  of 
Article 4(2) thereof; 
(1) whereas, when a draft Regulation of the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Europe,  to  be  annexed to the  1958 Revised Agreement,  is  submitted for a vote to 
the Administrative Committee set up pursuant to the provisions of Article 1  (2) of the 
abovementioned Agreement, that draft must be approved by the Council before the 
Community can vote in favour of adopting such a draft Regulation; 
(2) whereas the draft Regulation on the approval'of uniform provisions fortank vehicles 
of categories  N and  0  with  regard  to  roll-over  stability  will  abolish  the  technical 
1 
2 
3 
OJ  NoC 
OJ  NoC 
OJ No L 346,  17.12.1997, p.  78. barriers to trade in  motor vehicles between the Contracting  Parties as  regards the 
roll-over  stability  of tank  vehicles  of categories  N  and  0;  whereas  the  uniform 
provisions of the said  Regulation  ensure  a high  level of safety and  environmental 
protection; 
(3) whereas that Regulation will be  incorporated in the system for the type-approval of 
vehicles and will therefore supplement the Community legislation in force; 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: . 
Article 1 
The  European  Community  shall  endorse  the  draft  UN/ECE  Regulation  concerning 
uniform provisions for the approval of tank vehicles of categories N and  0  with regard 
to roll-over stability, as set out in document TRANS/WP.29/1998/36, during the vote at 
the meeting of the Administrative Committee on  11  November 1998 on the occasion of 
the 116th meeting of the Working Party on  Vehicle Construction of the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe or, where appropriate, if it is submitted for voting at a 
subsequent meeting. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
. 
The President UNITED 
NATIONS 
Economic and Social 
Council 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE 
INLAND  TRANSPORT  COMMITTEE 
Working  Party  on  the  Construction of Vehicles 
(One-hundred-and-fifteenth  session, 
23-26  June  1998,  agenda  item  6.2.) 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A  DRAFT  REGULATION 
Distr. 
GENERAL 
TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
9  April  1998 
Original:  ENGLISH 
UNIFORM  PROVISIONS  CONCERNING  THE  APPROVAL  OF  TANK  VEHICLES 
OF  CATEGORIES  N  AND  0  WITH  REGARD  TO  ROLLOVER  STABILITY 
Transmitted  by  the  Meeting  of  Exoert  on  Brakes  and  Running  Gear 
Note:  The  text  reproduced  below  was  adopted  by  the  Meeting  of  Experts  on 
Brakes  and  Running  Gear  at  its forty-third  session  and  is  transmitted to  the 
Working  Party and  to  the  Administrative  Committee  (AC.l)  for  consideration. 
It is based  on  documents  TRANS/WP.29/GRRF/1997/8  and  Add.1,  as  amended  by  the 
t'-leeting  of  Experts  (TRANS/'i'7P.29/GRRF/43,  para.  25). 
This  documen~ is  a  working  document  circulated for  discussion  and  commen~s. 
The  use  of  this  document  for  other purposes  is the  entire responsibility of 
the  cser.  Documents  are  also  available  via  the  INTE~NET: 
h~cp: l/www.itu.ch/itudo=/u~/editrans/wp29.html 
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SCOPE 
This  Regulation applies  to the  rollover stability of  tank vehicles 
of  category N2,  N3,  03  and  04  1/ intenaed for  the carriage of 
dangerous  goods  as  defined in the  ADR  agreements. ll 
DEFINITIONS 
For  the  purposes  of this Regulation: 
"Approval  of  a  vehicle"  means  approval  of  a  vehicle  type  with  regard 
to rollover stability; 
"Vehicle  type"  means  a  category of vehicle which  does  not  differ in 
such essential  respects  as: 
vehicle  category,  (see  paragraph  1.  above)  and  type  (truck,  ~ull 
trailer,  semi-trailer,  centre-axle trailer)  l/; 
maximum  mass,  as  defined in paragraph  2.4.  below; 
cross-section profile of  the  tank  (circular,  elliptical, 
maxi-volume); 
•  maximum  height  of  the  centre  of gravity of  the  laden vehicle; 
distribution of  mass  among  the  axles  (including  fifth wheel); 
number  and  arrangement  of  the  axles  (including  axle  spacing); 
suspension arrangements  in relation to  roll characteristics; 
tyre  size and  struc~ure  (radial  ply,  diago~al  pl~ or  bias  belted); 
track width; 
wheel  base. 
2.3.  "Laden vehicle",  except  where  otherwise  stated,  means  a  vehicle  so 
laden as  to attain its  "maximum mass"; 
1/  Categories  N  and  0  as  defined  in  annex  7  to  the  Consolida~ed Resolution 
on  the  Constructio~ of  Vehicles  (R.E.3)  (document  TPANS/WP.29/78/Rev.l). 
21  European  Agreement  concerning  the  International  Carr!age  of  Dangerous 
Goods  by  Road  (ADR)  . 
~~  Type  c~ vehicle  as  defined  i~ annex  7  to  the  Consolidated Resolution  c~ 2. 4. 
2. 5. 
2. 6. 
3. 
3 .1. 
3. 2. 
3. 2.1. 
3. 2. 2. 
3. 2. 3. 
3. 3. 
4. 
4 .1. 
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"Maximum  mass"  means  the  technical!~ permissible  maximum  mass  stated 
by  the  vehicle manufacturer  (this  mass  may  be  higher  than the 
"permissible  maximum  mass"  laid down  by  the  national 
administration); 
"The  distribution of mass  among  the  axles"  means  the  proportion of 
the  maximum  permissible  mass  borne  by  each  axle,  as  declared by  the 
vehicle manufacturer; 
"Suspension trim height"  means  the  distance  between  the  wheel  centre 
and  a  fixed point  on  the  chassis  as  declared by the  vehicle 
manufacturer. 
APPLICATION  FOR  APPROVAL 
The  application  for  approval  of  a  vehicle  type  with  regard to 
rollover stability shall  be  submitted by  the  vehicle manufacturer i/ 
or by  his  duly accredited representative. 
It shall be  accompanied  by  the  undermentioned  documents  in 
triplicate and  the  following  particulars: 
a  detailed description of the  vehicle  type  with  regard to the  items 
specified in paragraph  2.2.  above.  The  numbers  and/or  symbols 
identifying the  vehicle  type  shall he  specified; 
photographs  and/or  diagrams  and  drawings  of  the  vehicle  showing  the 
vehicle  type  in front,  side,  and  rear elevation; 
particulars  of  the vehicle's  mass  as  defined  by  paragraph  2.4. 
above. 
A  vehicle,  representative  of  the  vehicle  type  to  b~ approved,  shall 
be  submitted  to  the  Technical  Service  conducting  the  approval  tests. 
APPROVAL 
If the  vehicle  type  submitted  for  approval  pursuant  to this 
Regulation meets  the  requirements  of  paragraph  5  below,  approval  of 
that  vehicle  type  shall  be  granted. 
4.2.  An  approval  number  shall  be  assigned  to  each  type  approved.  Its 
first  two  digit&  (currently  00  for  the  Regulation  in its original 
form)  shall  indicate  the  series of  amendments  incorporating the  most 
recent  major  technical  amendments  made  to the  Regulation  at  the  time 
of  issue  of  the  approval.  The  same  Contracting  Party shall not 
~~  Ma~~~ac~urer of  the  base  vehicle  or  the  final  aEsembler  of  the 
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assign  the  same  approval  number  to  another vehicle  type. 
4.3.  Notice  of approval  or  of extension or o!  refusal  or of  approval 
withdrawn  or  of production definitely discontinued of  a  vehicle  type 
pursuant  to this  Regulation shall be  communicated  by  the  Parties  to 
the  Agreement  applying  this  Regulation  by  means  of  a  form  conforming 
to the  model  in annex  1  to this  Regulation  together  with photographs 
and/or  diagrams  and  drawings  supplied by  the  applicant  for  approval, 
in  a  format  not  exceeding  A4  (210  x  297  mm)  or  folded  to that  format 
I 
and  on  an  appropriate  scale. 
4.4.  There  shall be  affixed to every vehicle  conforming  to  a  vehicle  type 
approved  under  this  Regulation,  conspicuously  and  in  a  readily 
accessible place  specified on  the  approval  form,  an  international 
approval  mark  consisting of: 
4. 4 .1. 
4. 4. 2 .. 
4. 5. 
a  circle surrounding  the  letter  "E"  followed  by the distingu'ishing 
number  of  the  country  which  has  granted approval,  ~/ and 
the  number  of this  Reg~la~ion,  followed  by  the  letter  "R",  a  dash 
.and  the  approval  number,  to the  right  of  the ·circle prescribed in 
paragraph .4. 4. 1. 
If the  vehicle  conforms  to  a  vehicle  type  approved,  under  one  or 
•more  other Regulations  annexed  to the  Agreement,  in  the  country 
.which  has  granted approval  uncter  this  Regulation,  the  symbol 
prescribed in paragraph  4.4.1.  need  not  be  repeated;  in this  case 
the  Regulation  and  approval  numbers  and  the  additional  symbols  of 
all the  Regulations  under  which  approval  has  been  granted in the 
country  which  has  granted approval  under  this  Regulation  shall-be 
placed in vertical  columns  to  the  right  of  the  symbol  prescribed in 
paragraph  4.4.1. 
~/  1  for  Germany,  2  for  France,  3  for  Italy,  4  for  the  ~etherlands,  5  for 
Sweden,  6  for  Belgium,  7  for  Hungary,  8  for  the  Czech  Republic,  9  for  Spa~n, 
10  for  Yugoslavia,  11  for  the  United  Kingdom,  12  for  Austria,  13  for 
Luxembourg,  14  for  Switzerland,  15  (vacant),  16  for  Norway,  17  for  Finland, 
18  for  Denmark,  19  for  Romania,  20  for  Poland,  21  for  Portugal,  22  for  the 
Russian  Federation,  23  for  Greece,  24  (vacant),  25  for  Croatia,  26  for 
Slovenia,  27  for  Slovakia,  28  for  Belarus,  29  for  Estonia,  30  (vacant),  31  for 
Bosnia  and  Herzegovina,  32-36  (vacant)  and  37  for  Turkey.  Subsequent  numbers 
shall  be  assigned to other  countries  in  the  chronological  order  in  which  they 
ratify the  Agreement  Concerning  the  Adoption  of  Uniform Conditions  of Approval 
and  Reciprocal  Recognition  of  Approval  for  Motor  Vehicle  Equipment  and  Parts, 
or  in  '.Vhich  they  accede  to that  Agreement,  and  the  numbers  thus  assigned shall 
be  cor.~unicated by  the  Secretary-General  of  the  United  Nations  to  the 
Contracting  Parties  to  the  Agreeme~t. 4. 6. 
4. 7. 
4. 8. 
5. 
5 .1. 
5.1.1. 
5 .1. 2. 
5. 2. 
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The  ~pproval mark  shall be  clearly legible  and  be  indelible. 
The  approval  mark  shall be  placed close to or  on  the  vehicle data 
plate. 
Annex  2  to this  Regulation  gives  examples  of  approval. marks. 
SPECIFICATIONS  AND  TESTS 
The  vehicle  shall  undergo: 
a  tilt table test in  accordance  with  annex  3  to this  Regulation, 
which  simulates  a  non-vibratory steady-state  turn,  or 
as  an  alternative  a  calculation method  in  accordance  with  annex  4  to 
this  Regulation.  If there  is  any  doubt  or  dispute  a  tilt table' test 
shall  be  used. 
·The  result  of  the tilt table test or  the  calculation method  shall  be 
considered satisfactory if the  conditions  set  out  in paragraphs  5.3. 
and  5.4.  below  are  satisfied. 
5. 3.  Stability criteria. 
5.3.1.  The  criteria,  using  the  corresponding  annex  (3  or  4)  to this 
Regulation,  must  fulfil  the  following  conditions,  subject  to 
paragraph 5.1.2.: 
5.3.1.1.  Tilt table test: 
The  static rollover stability of  the  vehicle  shall  be  such that  the 
point at which  overturning  occurs  would  not  be  passed if a  tilt 
~able angle  of  23°  has  been  reached  fo! all tests  in  both tilt 
directions. 
If the  vehicle  fails  in  one  of  the  three tests  for  a  specific 
dire6tion  (right  or  left),  it is  allowed to  do  one 
consecutive  (re)test. 
5. 3 .1. 2.  Calculation method: 
The  rollover stability of  the  vehicle shall  be  such  that  the point 
at  which  overturning  occurs  would  not  be  passed if a  lateral 
acceleration  of  4  m/s2  has  been  reached. 
5.4.  Particular  reauirements 
No  contact  between  parts  of  the  vehicle  shall  occur  wh!ch  are  not 
: :.'::-:'::''ei  t:o  ccme  into  contact  durinG  :~ornal  u.::e. TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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6.  MODIFICATION  OF  THE  VEHICLE  TYPE  AND  EXTENSION  OF  APPROVAL 
6 .1.  Every modification which  affect's  the  vehicle  type  as  defined in 
paragraph  2.2  above  (for  instance  the  chassis,  body,  suspension, 
axle  configuration,  etc.)  shall  be  notified to  the  administrative 
department  which  approved  the  vehicle  type.  The  department  may  then 
either: 
6.1.1. 
6 .1. 2. 
Consider that  the modifications  made  are  unlikely to  have  an 
appreciable  adverse  effect  and  that  in  any  case  the  vehicle still 
complies  with  the  requirements,  or 
Require  a  further test report  from  the  Technical  Service  responsible 
for  conducting the  tests. 
6.2.  Confirmation or  refusal  of approval,  specifying  the  alteratibns, 
shall  be  communicated  by  the  procedure  specified in paragraph  4.3. 
·above  to the  Contracting Parties  to  the  Agreement  which  apply this 
Regulation. 
6.3.  The  competent  authority issuing  an  extension of approval  shall 
assign  a  series  number  to  each  communication  form  drawn  up  for  such 
an  extension and  inform thereof the  other Contracting  Parties  to the 
1958  Agreement  by  means  of  a  communication  form  conforming  to the 
model  in  annex  2  to this  Regulation. 
7.  CONFORMITY  OF  PRODUCTION 
The  conformity of production  procedures  shall  comply  with  those  set 
out  in the  Agreement,  appendix  2  (E/ECE/324-E/ECE/TRANS/505/Rev.2), 
with  the  following  requirements: 
7.1.  A  vehicle  approved  to  this  Regulation shall  be  so manufactured  as  to 
conform  to  the  type  approved  by meeting  the  requirements  set  forth 
in paragraph  5  above. 
7.2.  The  authority which  has  granted type  approval  may  at  any  time  verify 
the  conformity control  methods  applied  in each  production  facility. 
The  normal  frequency  of  these verifications shall  be  once  every  two 
years. 
8.  PENALTIES  FOR  NON-CONFORMITY  OF  PRODUCTION 
8.1.  The  approval  granted in respect of  a  vehicle  type,  pursuant  to this 
Regulation,  may  be  withdrawn if the  requirement  laid down  in 
paragraph  7.1.  above  is  not  complied  with,  or  if the  vehicle  or 
vehicles  selected have  failed to pass  the  checks  prescribed in 
paragraph  7.2.  above. TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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8.2.  If a  Contracting  Party to the Agreement  applying this  Regulation 
withdraws  an  approval it has  previously granted,  it shall  forthwith 
so notify the  other Contracting  Parties  applying this  Regulation by 
means  of  a  communication  form  conforming to the model  in annex  1  to 
this Regulation. 
9. 
10. 
PRODUCTION  DEFINITELY  DISCONTINUED 
If the  holder of the  approval  completely ceases  to manufacture  a 
type  of vehicle  approved in accordance  with this Regulation,  he 
shall  so  inform the  authority which  granted the approval.  Upon 
receiving the  relevant  communication,  that authority shall  inform 
thereof  the  other  Parties  to the  1958  Agreement  applying this 
Regulation by  means  of  a  communication  form  conforming  to  the  model 
in annex  1  to this Regulation. 
NAMES  AND  ADDRESSES  OF  TECHNICAL  SERVICES  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  CONDUCTING 
APPROVAL  TESTS,  AND  OF  ADMINISTRATIVE  DEPARTMENTS 
The  Contracting  Parties  to the Agreement  applying  this  Regulation 
shall  communicate  to the  United  Nations  secretariat the  names  and 
addresses  of  the  technical  services  responsible  for  conducting 
approval  tests,  and  of  the  administrative  departments  which  grant 
approval  and to which  forms  certifying approval  or extension,  or 
refusal  or  withdrawal  of approval,  issued  in other countries,  are  to 
be  sent. 
lo TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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Annex  1 
Annex  1 
(maximum  format:  A4  (210  x  297  mm)) 
.COMMUNICATION 
issued by:  Name  of administration: 
concerning:  2,./  APPROVAL  GRANTED 
APPROVAL  EXTENDED 
APPROVAL  REFUSED 
APPROVAL  WITHDRAWN 
PRODUCT~ON DEFINITELY  DISCONTINUED 
of  a  vehicle  type  with  regard  to static/steady-state rollover stability 
pursuant  to Regulation  No.  XX 
Approval  No ....  Extension  No .... 
1.  Trade  name  or mark  of  the  vehicle: 
2.  Vehicle  category:  N2/N3/03/04  2..1 
3.  Vehicle  type:  .. 
3 .1.  chassis;  make,  model,  type: 
.  .... · 
3.2.  tank;  make,  model:·  , ..............  . 
3.3  monocoque  tank  construction:  Yes/No  2,./ 
4.  Manufacturer's  name  and  address: 
5.  If applicable,  name  and  address  of manufacturer's  representative: 
6.  Mass  of  vehicle: 
ll TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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6.1.  maximum  mass  of vehicle: 
6. 2.  mass  of  laden  tank: 
6.3.  distribution of the  maximum  mass  among  the  axles: 
6.4.  in  case  of  a  semi-trailer or  centre~axle trailer,  the static load  on  the 
fifth wheel/front  coupling  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ... 
7.  Cross-section  of  the  tank:  circular/elliptical/maxi-volume ll 
8.  Centre  of gravity height  of  the  laden vehicle: 
9.  Axles: 
9.1.  number  and  arrangement  of the  axles  (including axle  spacing): 
.• 
9.2.  suspension  arrang~ments in  relation to roll characteristics: 
.  ·  ........  • ..... 
9.3  suspension  trim height  and  datum  location J/: 
9.4.  tyre  size  and  structure:  radial ply/diagonal ply/bias belted ll 
9.5.  track width  of  each axle: ... 
10.  Wheel  base:  ..........  · ... ·" 
11.  Test  conditions 
11.1.  mass  of  vehicle  when  tested: 
Axle  No.  Load  (kg) 
TOTAL 
11.2  load  imposed  on  towi~g vehicle fifth  wheel  coupling  or  centre  axle 
1  •  ") 
~ J.  •  ..). 
trailer coupling: 
f~~li~? factor  of  ~h~  ~est  load 
0 
L 
:s..  .;:  . ,  1 
\:l  .o...l.J..- of  the  ta::k) : TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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11.4.  test  load  (water,  etc.): 
12.  Vehicle  submitted  for  approval  on: 
13.  Technical  service  responsible  for  conducting  approval  tests: 
.... 
14.  Date  of  report  {ssued by  that  service: 
15.  Number  of  report  issued by  that  service: 
16.  Tilt table test/calculation method.  11 
17.  Approval  granted/ref~sed/extended/withdrawn. 11 
18.  Position of  apprc;)Val  mark  on  the  vehicle:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ..  .  .. 
19.  Plac.e: 
20.  Date:  . 
21.  Signature: 
22.  Th~ list of documents  deposited with  the  Administrative  Service  which 
has  granted approval  is  annexed to this  communication  and  may  be 
obtained  on  request. 
1/  Distinguishing  number  of the  country which  has 
granted/extended/refused/withdrawn approval  (see  approval  provisions  in 
the  Regulation) . 
11  Strike out  what  does  not  apply. 
21  In  case of height-levelling devices,  please  specify. 
"•  5 a 
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Annex  2 
ARRANGEMENTS  OF  THE  APPROVAL  t<!ARK 
Model  A 
(See _paragraph  4.5.  of this  Regulation) 
XXR - 001808/3 
a  ~  8  rnrn  min 
The  above  approval  mark  affixed to  a  vehicle  shows  that  the  vehicle  type 
concerned has,  with  regard to  the  rollover stability,  been  approv~d in the 
Netherlands  (E4)  pursuant  to Regulation  No.  XX.  The  first  two  digits  of  the 
approval  number  indicate that  when  the  approval  was  granted  Regulation  No.  XX 
was  in its original  form. 
Model  8 
(See  paragraph  4.6.  of  this  Regulation) 
XX  00185 
a 
24  1.30  03 1628 
a  ~  8  mm  min 
The  above  approval  mark  affixed to  a  vehicle  shows  that  the  vehicle  type 
concerned  has  been  approved  in  the  Netherlands  (E4)  pursuant  to Regulations 
Nos.  XX  and  24  ~/.  (In  the  case  of  the  latter Regulation,  the  additional 
symbol  which  follows  the  Regulation  number  indicates  that  the  corrected 
absorption  co-efficient  is  1.30  m-!).  The  first  two  digits of  the  approval 
number  indicate  that,  at  the  date  when  the  respective  approvals  were  granted, 
Regulation  XX  was  in its original  form  and  Regulation  No.  24  incorporated  the 
03  series  of  amendments. TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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~/  The  latter number  is  given  only as  an  example. 
J') 1. 
Annex  3 
TILT  TABLE.TEST  PROCEDURE 
DEFINITIONS 
For  the  purposes  of  this test: 
TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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"Rollover  threshold"  means  the  instant  when  all the  wheels  on  one 
side of  the  vehicle  have  lost contact  with  the tilt table  surface. 
2.  GENERAL  CONDITIONS 
2.1.  The  tilt table 
A  rigid surface  should be  used.  The  tyre.s  may  rest  against  a  safety 
.block or  step during  the  test to prevent  sideways  slipping,  provided 
that  the  safety block does  not  influence  the test result. 
2.2.  Wind  conditions 
If the tilt table test rig is placed outside,  the  lateral wind 
velocity shall  not  exceed  3  m/s  and  the  total  wind  velocity shall 
not  exceed  5  m/s. 
2.3.  Tyres 
2. 4. 
2. 4 .1. 
2. 4. 2. 
3. 
The  tyres  shall  be  inflated to pressures  as  specified by  the  vehicle 
manufacturer  for  the  test vehicle at  the  laden  condition.  The 
tolerance  for  the  inflation pressure  in  a  cold state is 
±  two  per  cent. 
Operating  components 
All  operating  components  likely to  influence  the  results of this 
test  (e.g.  condition  and  setting of  springs  and  other  suspension 
components  and  suspension  geometry)  shall  be  as  specified by  the 
manufacturer. 
Height-levelling  systems  should  be  deactivated  (held at static 
values)  during  the  actual tilt to avoid  inflation/deflation of 
suspension  during  the tilt.  Cross-coupling  from  side to  side  may 
need  to  be  deactivated.  An  exception  can  be  made  for  levelling 
systems  with  very short  response  time  of  less  than  one  second. 
t-IEASURING  ACCUR}\CY ---- ~------------------------------------
TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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3.1.  The  tilt table  angle  shall be  measured  with  an  accuracy of better 
than  0.3° 
4.  NON  POWER-DRIVEN  VEHICLES 
4.1.  If the  vehicle  is  a  centre-axle trailer,  the  vehicle  may  be  tested 
with  a  power-driven vehicle.  Any  power-driven vehicle,  substitute 
or  support  which  has  the  appropriate  coupling  system  and  height  may 
be  used,  as  this will  not  influence  the  results. 
4.2.  If the  vehicle  is  a  semi-trailer,  the  vehicle shall  be  tested with  a 
tractor or  a  substitute.  The  tractor/substitute will  influence  the 
results  and  therefore  a  [r~ference tractor/substitute]  shall  be 
used. 
5.  VEHICLE  LOADING  CONDITION 
The  standard test condition is the  maximum  loaded condition;  the 
laden vehicle.  In this  maximum  loading  condition,  the  tank vehicle 
shall be  fully  loaded,  without  exceeding  the  maximum  authorised mass 
and  maximum  authorised ~xle loads. 
If the  normal  load to be  carried by  the  tank vehicle  is classified 
as  being of  a  dangerous  type,  it may  be  replaced  by  water  or  another 
non-dangerous  test  load.  If the  standard test conditions,  (a)  fully 
laden or  (b)  maximum  mass,  cannot  be  fulfilled with  this test  load 
then: 
(a)  a  filling  factor  of  the  tank  between  100%  and  70%  is 
acceptable.  If at  the  minimum  filling  factor  of  70%  the 
total mass  and/or  axle  loads  still exceed  the  maximum 
authorised mass  and  maximum  authorised axle  loads,  a  test 
load with  a  lower  density shall  be  used. 
The  distribution of mass  of  the  tank  (including  the  test 
load)  among  the  axles  shall  be  proportional  to  the  maximum 
loaded  cdndition. 
Tanks  provided with  compartments  shall  be  differentially 
loaded  so  that  the  centre  of  gravity height  at  each  axle  or 
axle  group  is  as  close  as  possible  to  the  real  centre  of 
gravity height. 
(b)  a  calculation shall be  issued  by  the  vehicle manufacturer  ~/ 
to provide  a  new  required  maximum tilt table  angle  for  the 
lighter test  load. 
l/  t•lan:..:facturer  of  c:he  base  vehic.le  or  c:he  final  asserr,bler  of  the  tank 
':ehicle. 6. 
7. 
SAFETY 
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Restraints  shall be  used to prevent  final  rollover but  these  shall 
be  arranged  so  as  not  to interfere with  the test. 
TEST  PROCEDURE 
This  procedure  consists  of  a  very gradual  increase  in  the tilt table 
angle  up  to  the  required maximum  angle  or the  rollover  threshold. 
The  vehicle shall  be  tested with all units  in  a  straight line 
parallel to  the tilt table axis  such  that  no  axle  longitudinal 
centre  line is off line  by more  than  25  mm. 
All  steerable axles  of  the  vehicle  shall  be  locked  to prevent  axle 
lateral movement  and/or  turning  of the  wheels  in  a  steering • 
direction.  Also  the  vehicle  shall be  fixed  in the  longitudinal 
.direction to prevent  forward  and  rearward  movement,  provided that 
the  method of  fixing  does  not  influence  the test result. 
The  vehicle shall  be  tilted at  very  low  rates  of  0.25  °/s or less. 
The  vehicle shall  be  gradually tilted three  times  each  to the  right 
and  left of  the  vehicle  longitudinal  centre  line.  Due  to the 
influences  of stick-slip in the  vehicle's  suspension  systems  and 
coupling  components,  the  vehicle  shall  be  removed  from  the  table 
between  the  tests  and  driven  around  to  "randomise"  and  "equalise" 
the  influences  of stick-slip and hysteresis. TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
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LATERAL  STABILITY  CALCULATION 
GENERAL 
The  lateral stability of  tank vehicles  is calculated by  simulation 
of  a  steady state circular test  (constant  radius,  constant  speed  and 
consequently constant lateral acceleration).  The  calculation method 
take  into account  the  main  factors  which  influence  the  stability, 
such as  the  height  of the  centre of gravity,  the  track width  and all 
factors  which  result  in  a  lateral shift of the centre of gravity 
(axle  roll stiffness,  suspension roll stiffness,  etc.). 
In  case  of semi-trailers the tractor will  be  simulated with  a 
reference  kingpin  roll stiffness. 
The  specifications  of  the  calculation method are: 
1.  axle  roll centre  is at ground  level; 
2.  vehicle  structure is assumed  to  be  rigid; 
3.  vehicle  is symmetrical  about  its centreline; 
4.  tyre  and  suspension deflections  are  linear; 
5.  lateral deflection of  suspensions  is  zero. 
DEFINITIONS 
For  the  purposes  of this  calculation: 
"Bogie"  means  an  axle  group  with  compensatory  load distribution,  in 
which  zero  load is attained on all wheels  on  a  given side 
simultaneously. 
SYMBOLS  (see  also  Figure  l) 
i  (-) 
mi  (m) 
A~  (kN) 
c,G~  ( kN:n/rad) 
CrG:·!'- (kNm/rad) 
axle/bogie  index 
(i  1  ~  n,  fronl  to  - axle/bogie; 
i  T,  all axles/bogies; 
i  M,  stiffest axle/bogie;  and 
for  semi-trailers only  i  =  K,  kingpin) 
nominal  suspension roll axis  height 
axle/bogie  load 
suspension  roll stiffness  at  axle  roll axis 
equivalent  suspension  roll stiffness at 
ground  level 
/9 {kNm/rad) 
{kNm/rad) 
F  RVi  {kN/m) 
{kN) 
{m) 
{m) 
{-) 
{m) 
{m) 
MA  {m) 
g 
g 
g 
g  (m/s2 ) 
•  {rad) 
(deg) 
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axle/bogie  roll stiffness 
resolved  combined  suspension roll stiffness 
at ground  level 
vertical tyre  rate  for  eacn  axle/bogie 
{inclusive  the  double  effect of  twin  tyres) 
unsprung  weight 
nominal  track width 
theoretical  track width  for  axle/bogie  with 
twin  tyres 
effective mass  factor  of stiffest axle/bogie 
centre  of gravity height  of  complete  vehicle 
centre  of gravity height  of  sprung mass 
twin  tyre  width 
corrected lateral acceleration at overturn 
lateral acceleration at first  wheel  lift 
maximum  optimal  lateral acceleration at 
overturn 
acceleration  due  to gravity; 
9  =  9.81  m/s
2 
pseudo  vehicle  roll  angle at  wheel  lift 
equivalent tilt table angle TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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Figure  6:  Cross-section of  a  tank  ~2~icle 
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4.  GENERAL  CONDITIONS 
Height-levelling systems  are  not  taken  into  account  (held at static 
values). 
5.  TRAILERS 
5.1.  If the trailer is  a  full  trailer or  a  central axle trailer the 
calculation does  not  have  to  include  the  coupling  with  the  towing 
vehicle. 
5.2.  If the trailer is  a  semi-trailer,  the tractor will  be  simulated with  a 
reference  kingpin  roll  stiffness,  which  represents  the  tractor 
suspension,  tyres,  chassis  & fifth  wheel  flexibility at  ground  level. 
6.  VEHICLE  LOADING  CONDITION 
7. 
7 .1. 
7.1.1. 
7 .1. 2. 
The  test  condition is the  maximum  loaded  condition;  laden vehicle.  In 
this  maximum  loading  condition,  the  tank  vehicle shall  be  fully 
loaded,  without  exceeding  the  maximum  authorized mass  and  maximum 
authorized wheel  loads. 
CALCULATION  METHOD 
Calculation of the  combined  roll stiffness  and  the  pseudo  vehicle  roll 
angle at  wheel  lift of  each  axle/bogie with  the  formulae: 
axles/bogie  with  single tyres: 
axle/bogie  roll  stiffness: 
equivalent  suspension  roll stiffness 
ground  level: 
combined  roll stiffness  to simulate 
lateral  CG  shift: 
pseudo  vehicle  roll  angle  at  wheel 
lift: 
axles/bogie  with  twin  tyres: 
• 
H 
=C  [-N-J"  DGix  HN-m 
Ai X  TNi 
2  X  CDRESi TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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theoretical track width  for  twin tyres: 
axle/bogie roll stiffness: 
equivalent  suspension roll 
stiffness  ground  level: 
combined roll stiffness  to 
simulate lateral CG  shift: 
pseudo vehicle roll angle  at wheel 
lift: 
FRvi  x  rt 
2 
H 
= C  X  [-N-]2 
DCI  H -m 
N  . 
CDRESI  = 
CDCMi  X  CDRi 
CDCMi  +  CDRi. 
•  = 
Ai X  Ti 
2  X  CDRESi 
7.2.  In  case  of semi-trailers,  calculation of  the  kingpin effects with the 
following  formulae: 
track width: 
roll stiffness: 
7.3.  After  the  resolved  combined stiffness  and  pseudo  roll angle  for  each 
axle/bogie  are  calculated the totals  for  the  complete  vehicle  are 
determined: 
total vehicle weight l/: 
~!  use  second  par~ of  the  formula  only  for  semi-trailers . 
.L3 total  unsprung  weight: 
effective track width 1/: 
total roll stiffness 1/: 
T  - T -
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7.4.  Select  the  axle/bogie  with  the  lowest  value  of •,  for  this  indicates 
that first wheel  lift will  occur.  To  distinguish this axle/bogie  from 
the  other axles/bogies,  allocate-the  following: 
axle  load of axle/bogie  with  lowe~t • 
Unsprung  weight  of axle/bogie with  lowest  • 
Track width  of axle/bogie with  lowest  • 
CDRESM  roll stiffness axle  of axle/bogie  with  lowest  • 
7. 5.  Lateral stability calculation 
7. 5 .1.  The  effective mass  factor of the stiffest axle/bogie  FE: 
7. 5. 2.  The  lateral acceleration at  first  wheel  lift  ~~= 
q_lf  = 
2  X TRANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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2'i" 7.5.3. 
7. 5. 4. 
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The  maximum  optimal  theoretical lateral acceleration at  overturn  qr: 
2  X 
Linear  interpolation between the lateral acceleration at first  wheel 
lift and  the maximum  theoretical lateral acceleration gives  the 
correlated lateral acceleration at overturn  q=: RANS/WP.29/1998/36 
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Annex  4  - Aooendix 
CALCULATION  REPORT 
1.  Trade  name  or mark  of  the  vehicle: 
2.  Vehicle  type: 
3.  Manufacturer: 
4.  Height  of  the  centre of gravity of  the  spring mass: 
5.  Unsprung  weight  of all axles: 
6.  Nominal  suspension roll axis  height  of all axles:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ·· 
7.  Suspension  roll stiffness of all axles: 
8.  Vertical  tyre  rate  (inclusive  double  effect of  twin tyres): 
9.  In  case  of  twin tyres,  the  twin  tyre width: 
10.  Calculation result,  qc  = 
11.  Technical  Service  which  carried out  the calculation: 
12.  Date: 
13.  Signature: ISSN 0254-14  7  5 
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